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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Letter from the Editor
Students, faculty, staff, and the University of Alabama in Huntsville community,
It brings me great joy to present to you the latest issue of Perpetua. This semester has
been one of many trials and new adjustments, but I am incredibly proud of how, not only
our editorial staff, but also the entire community surrounding our university has handled this
period of great change. I would like to extend a thank you to all of those involved with this
issue, including the authors and editorial staff, but also the graduate students, faculty, and
many more who contributed their time and thoughts to the publication.
Despite the challenges, I am very pleased that Perpetua has been able to
continue to be a platform for undergraduate students who wish to have their
work published and share their passions with our community and more. As Perpetua,
founded in 2016, has entered its fourth academic year of this mission, we are pleased to
be trusted with presenting these works with excellence. Throughout these years,
Perpetua has consistently been represented by the symbol of a torch. With our most
sincere wishes, we hope that this presentation of undergraduate research will work as a
torch to guide curious members of the undergraduate community into the beautiful
world of research. We encourage all those who dream, all those who think outside
the box, and all those with a natural curiosity to enter this world with us, and not let
your voices and ideas be hidden.
Sincerely,

Ashleigh Oliver
Editor-in-Chief
Perpetua
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SPECIAL THANKS

Special Thanks
Perpetua is a collaborative effort and publication would be impossible without the
support of numerous individuals and organizations across UAH and throughout the greater
Huntsville research and outreach community. We offer special thanks to all who have
contributed their time, expertise, financial support, and hard work to Perpetua. A few of
our biggest contributors are recognized below.
First and foremost, we would like to thank the undergraduate student researchers for
entrusting us with the privilege and the responsibility of promoting their work. We thank
the various faculty and staff who serve as sponsors to undergraduate research and to the
Summer Community of Scholars for providing resources and opportunities and who
likewise support and promote undergraduate research.
We thank the Office of Student Life for providing ample opportunities to promote
Perpetua and its purpose. We thank the Office of Academic Affairs for enabling us to reach
as many members of the UAH community as possible Next, we would like to extend our
thanks to our faculty advisors: Mr. David Cook, Dr. Yu Lei, and Dr. Hamsa Mahafza, who
have consistently provided exceptional insight and guidance to our editorial staff since our
inception.
Finally, we thank every UAH graduate student and faculty member who served as a
reviewer for one of the manuscripts featured in this issue. Without such individuals
volunteering their time and expertise, Perpetua would not be able to provide our services to
the UAH community.
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